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Adversarial Thinking
• Adversarial thinking is at the heart 
of cybersecurity
• Sets the orientation of every 
aspect of the discipline
• Cybersecurity education must 
develop adversarial thinking in 
students
The Problem
Adversarial thinking is an elusive concept
• How do you define it?
• “Thinking like a hacker” is not good 
enough for educators
• We need a better definition in order to 
develop curriculum materials and 
assess outcomes
My Research: Part 1
“Teaching Adversarial Thinking for 
Cybersecurity”
• Defines adversarial thinking
• Based on Sternberg’s Triarchic
Theory of Intelligence
• Identifies Strategic Reasoning as 
an important component
My Research: Part 2
“Teaching Game Theory to Improve 
Adversarial Thinking in Cybersecurity 
Students”
• Game theory is useful for 
developing strategic reasoning
• Experiment demonstrated success
• Positive reaction from students
• “[game theory] gives the student a broader idea of how to think when they’re analyzing the security of a 
system. You have to ask yourself, ‘How might a hacker look at this?’”
• “…in order to prevent your enemies from getting into places that you don’t want them, you have to be 
able to think like them and prevent them from breaking your systems.”
• “…it has to do with how your adversary is going to be thinking and what level of thinking they are going 
to have and how you should defend against that.”
• “…it’s a way to try and anticipate others’ moves and it’s good to try and anticipate what a hacker, what 
somebody is trying to do to you.”
• “I think you need to understand how people react in certain situations…how people are thinking about 
you…”
“[game theory] gives the student a broader idea of how to think 
when they’re analyzing the security of a system. You have to 
ask yourself, ‘How might a hacker look at this?’”
Student Quotes (1)
• “I never really thought about that before, how you choose what you are going to do based on what the 
best outcome is…it was eye opening.”
• “…it’s interesting and beneficial going through the process of thinking about what the opponent is 
thinking about and how that affects your decision.”
• “I found it very interesting trying to think like a hacker does and putting yourself in their position, which 
can be difficult since we don’t have experiences with that, so it was very interesting trying to put yourself 
in their shoes.”
• “It was one of the more interesting topics for me. I thought it was helpful seeing a different application of 
cybersecurity that I don’t really think about.”
• “[game theory] is a fascinating topic…The vast majority of the class has focused on how to carry out 
[cybersecurity] from a technical perspective. Balancing that out with the logic of why and when and 
where [an attack could] occur is a good [idea].”
“[game theory] is a fascinating topic…The vast majority of the 
class has focused on how to carry out [cybersecurity] from a 
technical perspective. Balancing that out with the logic of why 
and when and where [an attack co ld] occur is a good [idea].”
Student Quotes (2)
• “[learning game theory] makes me more aware of being able to think past the simple reaction. I naturally 
go to level 1 but knowing game theory makes me think there may be a 2nd or 3rd level…”
• “… giving a definition to the way you attack a problem makes you think about it more…you’re more apt 
to expand your thought processes.”
• “[game theory] helps you react better because you are thinking about what the other person is going to be 
thinking about and how he is going to react to your reactions, rather than just assuming that he is going to 
be a complete idiot.”
• “[game theory] helps you to understand how deep other people are willing to go and to understand that 
other people are thinking this way.”
• “Knowing about game theory helps me understand that [other people] think like me and how my thinking 
can counteract their thinking.”
“[game the ry] helps you react better because you are thinking 
about what the other p rson is going to be thinking about and 
how he is going to react to your reactions, rather than just 
assuming that he is going to be a complete idiot.”
Student Quotes (3)
NSA Curriculum Initiative
• Delivering my game theory module
• Refining and expanding it
• Making it easily transferable
• Basic introduction to game theory
• Reinforces adversarial conflict
• Hopefully useful to the community
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